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[MUSIC: Interview] Sticky Fingers

Sticky Fingers
Dry Ice
By Sharon Ye

According to bassist Paddy Cornwall, the steady rise of Sticky Fingers
sounds a bit like a “B-grade rock’n’roll movie.” After building a makeshift
stage and “unofficially headlining” Newtown Festival back in 2010, the
mavericks were officially invited back the following year to play the main
stage with a prime slot. Standing in that crowd was producer Dann Hume
(of Evermore), who, impressed by their work, got in touch to talk
collaboration.

Having originally planned to record another EP, Cornwall says having
Hume work on their first single encouraged them to complete a full-length
album. “There was this one particular song that wasn’t going to make it,”
he says, “we didn’t really see much in it – and that was ‘Caress Your
Soul.’” What Hume did with the track, however, was a revelation. “It’s
the first time we’ve listened to something that we’ve made and gone like,
‘Oh yeah, the radio will play that’. We decided fuck [an] EP, if this isn’t
worthy of an album, then I don’t know what is.” Since then, the single
has been added to high rotation on triple j, and voted #61 in the Hottest
100 last year. It’s also the title track of their just-released debut album.

They’re not likely to get to mainstream-safe too soon, however; Cornwall
scoffs about the “soft-cock nonsense” pervading Australian music at the
moment. “Everyone’s always real nice, making a real nice song and they
just tell each other how thankful they are – fucking boring, it’s shit, I’m
over it.”

Cornwall says Caress Your Soul is about all four band members having
long-term girlfriends while on tour. “All of our relationships just
deteriorated really fast… and violently. But then as cheesy as it sounds,
we all kind of had each other,” he says. “We didn’t realise what was
happening at the time, but… a lot of the lyrics are all about that.”

Their trademark sound is still there – something Cornwall describes as
“psychotic garage surf dub”. “It’s got some melodic dub bass lines but
with a rock sensibility and it sounds a bit rough around the edges,” he
explains, attributing this to their minimal technical training. “We just
started out, we didn’t know what we were doing – like, Beaks [drummer
Beaker Best] was listening to fucking Ja Rule when we first started… I
think the band has its sound because it’s had a bunch of dudes trying to
do something they couldn’t actually do,” he laughs.
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Perpetually on tour, Sticky Fingers are one of the hardest working bands
in Sydney. “Our current manager, Neal Hunt, just started making us work
our fucking arses off. We never realised how hard work being in a band
was,” says Cornwall. “He sent us off on these endless tours in this shitty
Tarago and we became total road warriors, but then sort of learned to
love that.”

Mosh pits are inescapable at a Sticky Fingers gig, even for tunes in 3/4
time – Cornwall affectionately describes their fans as “loose!” But the
boys have been thinking even bigger as they prepare for their upcoming
string of live dates. “We were watching Spinal Tap last night, just for a bit
of rock’n’roll research,” says Cornwall, “and we wanna get some dry
ice.”

With: Tuka (Thundamentals)
Where: Manning Bar, University of Sydney
When: Friday March 22
And: Caress Your Soul is out now on Sureshaker
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